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SCODE: A Secure Coordination-Based Data Dissemination to
Mobile Sinks in Sensor Networks

LeXuan HUNG†a), Nonmember, Sungyoung LEE†, Young-Koo LEE†, and Heejo LEE††, Members

SUMMARY For many sensor network applications such as military,
homeland security, it is necessary for users (sinks) to access sensor net-
works while they are moving. However, sink mobility brings new chal-
lenges to secure routing in large-scale sensor networks. Mobile sinks have
to constantly propagate their current location to all nodes, and these nodes
need to exchange messages with each other so that the sensor network can
establish and maintain a secure multi-hop path between a source node and a
mobile sink. This causes significant computation and communication over-
head for sensor nodes. Previous studies on sink mobility have mainly fo-
cused on efficiency and effectiveness of data dissemination without security
consideration. In this paper, we propose a secure and energy-efficient data
dissemination protocol — Secure COodination-based Data dissEmination
(SCODE) — for mobile sinks in sensor networks. We take advantages of
coordination networks (grid structure) based on Geographical Adaptive Fi-
delity (GAF) protocol to construct a secure and efficient routing path be-
tween sources and sinks. Our security analysis demonstrates that the pro-
posed protocol can defend against common attacks in sensor network rout-
ing such as replay attacks, selective forwarding attacks, sinkhole and worm-
hole, Sybil attacks, HELLO flood attacks. Our performance evaluation both
in mathematical analysis and simulation shows that the SCODE signifi-
cantly reduces communication overhead and energy consumption while the
latency is similar compared with the existing routing protocols, and it al-
ways delivers more than 90 percentage of packets successfully.
key words: sensor networks, sink mobility, routing, security, secure routing

1. Introduction

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is composed of a large
number of sensor nodes that are densely deployed either in-
side the phenomenon or very close to it. In sensor networks,
a source is defined as a sensor node that detects a stimulus,
which is a target or an event of interest, and generates data to
report the stimulus. A sink is defined as a user that collects
these data reports from the sensor network. Sinks may be
mobile during its communication. In many sensor network
applications such as military, homeland security, environ-
ment surveillance, it is necessary for sinks to access sensor
networks while they are moving. For examples, in a bat-
tle field, a soldier with a PDA in hand continuously collects
tank movement information while he is moving.

Sink mobility brings new challenges to secure routing
in large-scale sensor networks. A mobile sink has to con-
stantly propagate its current location to all sensor nodes so
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that the sensor network can establish and maintain a multi-
hop path between the sink and a source. Doing this causes
significantly communication overhead for the sensor net-
work. On the other hand, nodes on the new path have to
discover its neighbors and exchange secret information with
each other to establish a secure communication. This also
requires a lot of computation and communication overhead.

A number of routing protocols have been proposed
for WSNs such as LEACH [1], SecRout [2], SEEM [3],
SeRINS [4], TTSR [23]. However, these works do not
take into account of sink mobility. Therefore, they are not
suitable to work in such mobile sink environments because
their routing paths are always static. Several studies have
concerned the scalability and efficiency of data dissemina-
tion from multiple sources to multiple, mobile sinks such as
TTDD [17], Directed Diffusion (DD) [18], SAFE [5], SEAD
[6], Declarative Routing Protocol [7], and GRAB [8]. How-
ever, the authors were focusing only on energy efficiency
without security consideration. Thus, these approaches are
very vulnerable from many attacks in sensor network rout-
ing such as spoofed, altered, or replayed routing information
[9], [16], selective forwarding, sinkhole [16], Sybil [10],
wormhole [11], HELLO flood (unidirectional link) attacks
[16].

In this paper, we present a secure and energy-efficient
data dissemination protocol from multiple sources to multi-
ple, mobile sinks for WSNs, namely Secure COordination-
based Data dissEmination (SCODE). This work extends our
previous study [12] with several improvements on the data
dissemination scheme and an additional part — security. In
the SCODE, the network plane is partitioned into a virtual
grid with identical cells based on Geographical Adaptive Fi-
delity (GAF) [15] protocol. Each cell maintains one node,
called coordinator, to participate in network communication
while the other falls into sleeping mode. Each node stores
three types of key [15] to establish a secure path from a
source to a sink. The main contributions of this paper are
two folds: (1) we propose a first, novel secure routing pro-
tocol specifically for mobile sinks in WSNs, and (2) our
protocol achieves better energy efficiency than other pop-
ular approaches such as TTDD and DD while guaranteeing
its average end-to-end delay comparable with TTDD and it
successfully delivers most of the packets.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly discusses on some existing routing protocols as well
as their vulnerabilities and shortcomings. We then shortly
describe GAF protocol in Sect. 3. The overview of our pro-
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posed protocol is presented in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we de-
scribe the SCODE in details. Section 6 presents the secu-
rity analysis of our approach against common attacks in the
sensor network routing. Section 7 shows performance eval-
uation in both mathematical analysis and simulation results.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Sect. 8.

2. Related Work

Research on the sensor network routing has been carried out
for nearly a decade. Heinzelman et al. [1] introduce a clus-
tering algorithm for WSNs, called LEACH. In LEACH, sen-
sors are organized into clusters. Each cluster has one clus-
ter head (CH) which collects and aggregates information
from its members (non-CH sensors in the same cluster) and
passes on information to the base station (BS). However,
LEACH has a number of shortcomings. LEACH assumes
every node can directly reach the base station by transmit-
ting with sufficiently high power. However, one-hop trans-
mission directly to the base station is not feasible in large-
scale WSNs due to the resource-limitations of sensors. On
the other hand, LEACH is vulnerable from several attacks
including HELLO flood, selective forwarding, and Sybil at-
tacks [16].

Recent works have taken into account of both perfor-
mance and security such as SecRout [2], SEEM [3], SeRINS
[4], and TTSR [17]. SecRout [2] guarantees that sinks re-
ceive correct queries resulted from the sensor network. Only
a high efficient symmetric cryptography is used in SecRout.
SEEM [3] uses a principle similar to the Client/Server soft-
ware architecture. The BS performs the route discovery
and maintenance as well as route selection. Instead of a
single path, the BS periodically selects a new path from
multi-paths based on the current energy level of nodes along
each path. SeRINS [4] focuses on detecting and isolating
compromised nodes. The major shortcoming of those ap-
proaches is that they assume the BS is stationary and all sen-
sor nodes know the BS’s location. This assumption makes
them fail to work in case the BS (sink) is mobile. TTSR [17]
is a secure and efficient routing protocol for heterogeneous
sensor networks (HSNs) which takes advantage of powerful
high-end sensors (H-sensors) in an HSN. TTSR possesses
a similar sink mobility problem with SecRout, SEEM, and
SeRINS. On the other hand, TTSR is only suitable for HSNs
with sufficient powerful sensor nodes, not large-scale ho-
mogeneous WSNs. Besides, relying only on some particu-
lar nodes makes them prone to deplete there energy sooner
or later. Using fixed coordinators makes attackers easy to
choose ‘right’ nodes to compromise.

There are a number of routing protocols aiming to sup-
port mobile sinks in WSNs [5]–[7], [17], [18]. Declarative
Routing Protocol [7], and Directed Diffusion (DD) [18] sug-
gest that each mobile sink needs to continuously propagate
its location information throughout the sensor field, so that
all sensor nodes get updated with the direction of sending
future data reports. However, frequent location update from
multiple sinks leads to both increased collisions in wireless

transmissions and rapid power consumption of the sensor’s
limited battery supply. SAFE [5] uses flooding that is geo-
graphically limited to forward the query to nodes along the
direction of the source. Considering the large number of
nodes in WSNs, the network-wide flooding may introduce
considerable traffic. SEAD [6] considers the distance and
the packet traffic rate among nodes to create a near-optimal
dissemination. SEAD strikes a balance between end-to-end
delay and power consumption that favors power saving over
delay minimization. It is therefore only suitable for appli-
cations with a less strict delay requirement. TTDD [17]
exploits local flooding within a local cell of a virtual grid
which sources build proactively. However, it does not opti-
mize the path from the source to the sinks. When a source
communicates with a sink, the restriction of grid structure
may multiply the length of a straight-line path by . Also,
TTDD frequently renews the entire path to the sinks. It
therefore increases energy consumption and connection loss
ratio. Those multi-hop routing protocols face many security
problems from spoofed, altered, or replayed routing infor-
mation [9], [16], selective forwarding [16], sinkhole [16],
Sybil [10], wormhole [11], and HELLO flood (unidirec-
tional link) attacks [16].

• Spoofing, altering, or replaying routing information
[9], [16]: By spoofing, altering, or replaying routing
information, the adversaries can create routing loops,
attract or repel network traffic, extend or shorten source
routes, generate false error messages, partition the net-
work, increase end-to-end latency, etc.
• Selective forwarding attacks [16]: Malicious nodes

may refuse to forward certain messages and simply
drop them, ensuring that they are not propagated any
further. Another form of this attack is an adversary se-
lectively forwards packets, i.e. she is interested in sup-
pressing or modifying packets originating from a few
selected nodes, reliably forwards the remaining traffic
and limits suspicion of her wrongdoing.
• Sinkhole and wormhole [16] attacks: In sinkhole at-

tacks, the adversary attracts nearly all the traffic from a
particular area through a compromised node, creating a
metaphorical sinkhole with the adversary at the center.
With wormhole attacks, adversary tunnels messages re-
ceived in one part of the network over a low latency
link and replays them in a different part. Wormhole
attacks more commonly involve two distant malicious
nodes colluding to understate their distance from each
other by relaying packet along and out-of-bound chan-
nels available only to the attacker.
• Sybil attacks [10]: A single node presents multiple

identities to other nodes in the network. In particular,
a Sybil attack causes a significant threat to geographic
routing protocols. Using a Sybil attack, an adversary
can cheat as many nodes at different locations.
• HELLO flood (unidirectional link) attacks [16]: A

laptop-class attacker may broadcast routing or other in-
formation with large enough transmission power and
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convinces every node in the network that the adversary
is its neighbor. As a consequence, these nodes only
relay packages to the attacker’s laptop.

3. Geographical Adaptive Fidelity (GAF) Protocol

SCODE is based on GAF protocol [15] to establish a coor-
dination network. In GAF, a network plane is defined as a
virtual grid, so that there only one node (called coordinator)
in each cell stays awake to handle routing, while the others
fall into sleeping mode.

GAF is based on an energy model that considers energy
dissipation in sent/received packets and idle time, suggests
that energy optimizations must turn off the radio, not sim-
ply reduce packet transmission and reception. In GAF, node
location information and virtual grid are used to determine
node equivalence. Two nodes are equivalent if they locate in
the same virtual cells. The size of each virtual cell is deter-
mined based on the nominal radio range R. Assume the vir-
tual grid is a square with r units on a side as show in Fig. 1.
In order to meet the definition of virtual cell, the distance be-
tween two possible farthest nodes in any two adjacent cells,
such as cell B and C in Fig. 1, must not be larger than R.
For example, node 2 of cell B and node 5 of cell C in Fig. 1
are at the end of the long diagonal connecting two adjacent
cells. Therefore, we get r2 + (2r)2 ≤ R2 or r ≤ R/

√
5.

In GAF, nodes are in one of three states: sleeping, dis-
covery, active. A state transition diagram is shown in Fig. 2.
Initially nodes start out in the discovery state. When in state
discovery, a node turns on its radio and exchanges discov-
ery message to find other nodes within the same cell. The
discovery message is a tuple of node id, cell id, estimated
node active time (enat), and node state. As described above,
a node uses its location and cell size to determine the cell id.

When a node enters discovery state, it sets a timer for
Td seconds. When the timer fires, the node broadcasts its

Fig. 1 Example of virtual grid in GAF.

Fig. 2 State transitions in GAF.

discovery message and enters state active. The timer can
also be suppressed by other discovery messages. This timer
reduces the probability of discovery message collision.

When a node enters active, it sets a timeout value Ta

to define how long this node can stay in active state. After
Ta, the node will return to discovery state. While active,
the node periodically re-broadcast its discovery message at
interval Td.

A node in discovery or active states can change state to
sleeping when it can determine some other equivalent nodes
will handle routing. When transitioning to sleeping, a node
cancels all pending timers and powers down its radio. A
node in the sleeping state wakes up after an application-
dependent sleep time Ts and transitions back to discovery.

4. SCODE Overview

In this section, we present an overview of the SCODE. We
first describe our assumptions as follows:

• There may be hundreds or thousands of homogeneous
nodes uniformly distributed into a sensor field.
• All sensor nodes are stationary and aware of their lo-

cations. Sensors may use a secure location discovery
service, e.g. [13], to estimate their locations, and no
GPS receiver is required.
• Due to resource constraints, sensor nodes are not

equipped with tamper-resistant hardware. If an adver-
sary successfully compromises a sensor, then she can
obtain all key material, data, and code stored on that
node.
• Each node/sink has a unique id and maintains three key

types based on LEAP scheme [14]: a unique individual
key KA that each node A shares with a sink; a cluster
key KCH shared among all nodes in the same cell; and
a pairwise shared key KAB shared between a node/sink
A and its neighbor† B.
• Sinks are powerful nodes, moving within the sensor

network field. Sinks are also aware of its location.
Since sinks are mobile, sensors cannot know sink lo-
cations.
• Each sink stores a table containing (node, key) pairs

(IDnode,Knode) of all the sensor nodes.
• Sinks are trusted.

Table 1 provides notation descriptions which will be
used through out the paper.

In SCODE, the network plane is partitioned into a vir-
tual grid with identical cells. Nodes in each cell negotiate
based on GAF [15] so that there is only one node, called co-
ordinator, stays awake to handle routing while the others fall
into sleeping mode for the sake of energy. After an interval,
sleeping nodes wake up and elect again. When a stimulus
appears, sensors surrounding it collectively process signal
and one of them becomes a source to generate data reports.

†Node B is defined as a neighbor of node A if and only if B
coexists in the same or adjacent cell of A.
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Table 1 Notations.

SCODE has three major phases: data announcement, query
transfer and data dissemination. In data announcement
phase, the source broadcasts data announcement messages
encrypted by its individual key to all coordinators. When a
sink receives a data announcement message from a coordi-
nator, it builds a query message, encrypted by the source’s
individual key and sends to the source. The query message
is relayed through coordinators towards the source. During
the query transfer, a routing path is established between the
sink and the source. Upon receiving the query, the source
starts generating data report and sends to the sink along the
routing path. The sink frequently checks its current cell ID.
If it moves out of the current cell, it first sends a cache-
removal message to remove the old path. Then it sends a
new query to the source to update its new location and estab-
lishes a new routing path. In order to detect a compromised
or malfunctioning node, we introduce an inspecting system.
In the inspecting system, all eight neighboring coordinators
of each coordinator play roles of inspectors. The inspectors
observe messages sent out from the inspected node and de-
tect whether it is a compromised or malfunctioning node.
For example, if a malicious node B receives a message from
a node A and attempts to modify it before forwarding to C,
the common inspectors of A and B will detect the change
because they also receive the same messages sent out from
A and B, so that they know the message originated from B
is not the same as the original message sent out from A.

5. SCODE Algorithm

5.1 Establishment

5.1.1 Grid Formation

Supposed there are N sensor nodes deployed in the network
area of a virtual grid. Each node itself computes cell ID
[X, Y] based on its coordinate (x, y) as follows:

X =
⌊ x

r

⌋
, Y =

⌊
y

r

⌋
(1)

In our scheme, we consider 9 surrounding cells as ad-
jacent ones, so the total number of adjacent cells is 9, not
4 as GAF’s. Therefore, the cell size r must be satisfied
(2r)2 + (2r)2 ≤ R2 or r ≤ R/

√
8 so that every node is con-

nected with other nodes in adjacent cells.

5.1.2 Secure Neighbor Discovery

After deployment, each node A broadcasts a HELLO mes-
sage in order to discover its neighborhoods. This message is
encrypted by A’s cluster key KCH:

A→ broadcast: {IDA |CIDA|N0}KCH

Each receiving node B decrypts the message and
checks if it is a neighbor of A. If yes, it replies to A node
ID and cell ID along with a Nonce value N0 encrypted by
the pairwise shared key KAB.

B→ A: {IDB| CIDB| N0+1}KAB

Receiving node A decrypts the message using the pair-
wise shared key. It then checks if the nonce N0 is the one
it has broadcasted. If it is, A accepts B as a neighbor and
updates its neighborhood table.

The above two-way handshake protocol can avoid (or
defend against) the unidirectional link problems (or attacks)
[16]. For example, if an attacker uses node A which is a
more powerful node such as a laptop with longer transmis-
sion range than B, then A can send a message to B directly,
but B cannot send a message to A in one-hop. However,
node B still thinks that A is a one-hop neighboring node,
and various problems may arise, for example B will not re-
lay messages to its neighbors but A, consequently these mes-
sages will be dropped.

5.2 Three Main Phases

5.2.1 Phase 1 — Secure Data Announcement Phase

When a stimulus is detected, a source, node S , propagates a
data-announcement (DA) message to all coordinators using
a flooding mechanism. The message contains source ID, cell
ID and a MAC:

S → broadcast : PID|IDS |CIDS |{DA}KS |
MAC(KS ,PID|IDS |CIDS |{DA}KS )

Every coordinator stores a few pieces of information
for route discovery, including the information of the stim-
ulus and the source location. In SCODE, source location
does not mean the precise location of the source, but its cell
ID. Since the coordinator role might be changed over time,
the cell ID is the best solution for relaying the queries to
the target nodes. In order to avoid indefinite storing data-
announcement message in each coordinator, the source at-
taches a timeout parameter in each data-announcement mes-
sage. Within the timeout interval, if the coordinator has
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not received any further data-announcement message, it re-
moves the information of the stimulus and the source loca-
tion to free the cache.

5.2.2 Phase 2 — Secure Query Transfer and Route Dis-
covery

Receiving a data-announcement message, a sink looks up
in its {(IDnode,Knode)} table, finds the key KS shared with the
source, and uses it to decrypt the message. It then constructs
a query message using KS and sends back to the source via
coordinators as follows:

• The sink first sends to its agent (which is the closest
coordinator):

sink→ agent:
PID | CIDthis| CIDnext | IDS | CIDS | IDsink |
{QUERY}KS | MAC (Ksinkagent, PID | CIDthis| CIDnext)
|MAC (KS , IDS | CIDS | IDsink | {QUERY}KS )

where CIDthis is cell ID of the agent, and CIDnext is
cell ID of the next cell (in this case CIDthis = CIDsink,
and CIDnext = CIDagent). The source key KS is used
to encrypt the query content. It is also used to build a
MAC of IDS , CIDS , and IDsink in order to provide data
authentication and data integrity of the information sent
from the sink. The pairwise shared key Ksinkagent is used
to build a MAC of PID, CIDthis,and CIDnext in order
to provide data authentication and data integrity of the
message sent out of the current node.
• The agent computes next cell ID towards the source,

and then forwards the packet to the next cell:

agent→ nextcell:
PID | CIDthis| CIDnext | IDS | CIDS | IDsink |
{QUERY}KS | MAC (Kagentnextcell, PID | CIDthis|
CIDnext ) | MAC (KS , IDS | CIDS | IDsink | {QUERY}
KS )

CIDnext is computed using the algorithm illustrated in
Fig. 3.
• Receiving coordinator checks whether its cell ID is the

same as CIDnextin the message. If yes, it computes next
cell ID, and relays the message to the next cell. To re-
duce computation overhead of next cell ID calculation,
each node maintains a routing table which maintains
the departure cell ID, the destination cell ID, the uplink
cell ID (which it receives the message) and the down-
link cell ID (which is next cell ID CIDnext).

The algorithm shown in Fig. 3 is described as follows:

• [Lines 4-7] The node first computes disparities φX, φY
between source’s cell and current node’s cell. For ex-
ample, cell ID of the current node is CIDthis(X,Y) =
[3,1]; and cell ID of the source is CIDS (X, Y) = [0,3].
Then:

Fig. 3 The algorithm to find next cell.

Fig. 4 Multi-hop routing through coordinators.

ΔX = CIDS .X − CIDthis.X = 0 − 3 = −3

ΔY = CIDS .Y − CIDthis.Y = 3 − 1 = 2

So, the disparities are:

φX = (ΔX == 0)?0 : ΔX/|ΔX| = −3/|3| = −1

φY = (ΔY == 0)?0 : ΔY/|ΔY | = 2/|2| = 1.

• [Lines 8-9] Cell ID of the next hop is calculated as fol-
lows:

CIDnext.X = CIDthis.X + φX = 3 + (−1) = 2

CIDnext.Y = CIDthis.Y + φY = 1 + 1 = 2.

So CIDnext = [2,2].
• [Line 10-11] The node then looks up in its neighbor-

hood table. If there exists a coordinator in the next cell,
it forwards the message to that cell; otherwise it con-
siders the next cell a void cell. In this case, it finds a
round-way. The round way calculation is simple: we
can set the disparity either φX or φY equal to zero and
re-calculate again the next cell ID in step 2.

As an example in Fig. 4, the sink1 sends a query to the
source along the route {sink1, [4,1], [3,2], [2,3], [1,3], S }.
However, in case of the sink2, the coordinator in cell [3.0]
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can not find any node in cell [2.1] (due to void cell). There-
fore, it finds a round way as {sink2, [3,0], [3,1], [2,2], [1,3],
S }. The sink re-sends queries if it moves to another cell.

Theorem 5.1. The next cell calculation algorithm
guarantees that any message reaches its destination even-
tually.

Proof : Suppose the current node is not a destination
(IDthis �IDS and CIDthis � CIDS ) and the node needs
to compute the next cell ID. We prove that computed next
cell is always towards to the destination.

Since CIDthis � CIDS , we have at least CIDthis.X �
CIDS .X or CIDthis.Y � CIDS .Y . This means that at least
φX � 0 or φY � 0. Therefore, the computed next cell must
locate between the current cell and the destination cell, i.e.
the computed next cell is towards to the destination.

5.2.3 Phase 3 — Secure Data Dissemination

When a source receives a query from a sink, it starts gen-
erating reports and transmits to the sink. Data messages are
encrypted by using the source key KS . The source first sends
to its uplink node A:

S → A:
PID | CIDthis | CIDnext | IDS | CIDS | IDsink | {DATA}

KS | MAC (KS A, PID | CIDthis | CIDnext) | MAC (KS , IDS |
CIDS | IDsink | {DATA} KS )
where CIDthis = CIDS , and CIDnext = CIDA

Receiving node A checks if the data packet is for-
warded to it or not by comparing its cell ID with CIDnext

in the packet. If not, it keeps the packet for a short time for
inspecting purpose before dropping it (see Sect. 5.5). Other-
wise, it computes next cell ID, changes PID, CIDthis,CIDnext

and compute a new MAC to replace MAC (KS A, PID |
CIDthis | CIDnext). After that, it relays the packet to the next
cell.

When the message reaches the sink, the sink verifies
MAC value in the message to ensure its data authentication
and integrity. It then decrypts the message by using KS .

5.3 Sink Mobility Management

Periodically, the sink checks the distance to the agent. If
it recognizes that it no longer reaches the agent within the
sensor transmission range, the sink has to compute new cell
ID and selects a coordinator in that cell as a new agent. Cell
ID is computed by the formula (1). Then, the sink re-sends
a query to the source to establish a new data dissemination
route by using the same mechanism described in Sect. 5.2.2.
By re-sending queries only when the sink moves out of
transmission range, SCODE significantly reduces commu-
nication overhead compared with other approaches. Hence,
collision and energy consumption are reduced. Also, the
number of loss data packet is decreased. In case the sink
moves into a void grid, it selects the closest coordinator
among adjacent cells as a new agent.

5.4 Coordinator Election

As aforementioned, SCODE is based on GAF [15] to es-
tablish a coordination network. During discovery phase,
a node with the highest ranking will stay awake and play
a role of a coordinator while the others fall into sleeping
mode. The node ranking is determined by an application-
dependent ranking procedure (it can be an arbitrary ordering
of nodes to decide which nodes would be active, or it can be
selected to optimize overall system lifetime). In GAF [15],
a node with a longer expected lifetime is assigned a higher
rank. This rule put nodes with longer expected lifetime into
use first. However, this is very vulnerable. An adversary
can use a compromised node to advertise the highest rank
so that this node can be active all the time.

Practically, it is very hard (perhaps not possible) to ab-
solutely defend against node compromise attacks for GAF.
Therefore, we modify the discovery process and the ranking
rule of GAF in order to reduce the risk without lessening its
advantages. A coordinator is orderly selected according to
node ID at each discovery round. For example, supposed
there are m nodes {ID1, ID2 . . . , IDm} (ID1<ID2<. . .< IDm)
in a certain cell; if node IDi is a coordinator at the current
round, then IDi+1 would be a coordinator at the next round;
if i = m then i+ 1 would be 1. By doing this way, the adver-
sary cannot make her node active all the time at will. The
compromised node is active only if it is a coordinator at the
given round. On the other hand, our enhancement reduces
communication overhead compared with GAF since nodes
do not need to broadcast discovery messages.

5.5 Inspecting System

One of the most security concerns in sensor networks is
node compromise. Due to resource limitation, sensor nodes
are not equipped with any tamper-resistant hardware. Once
a node is compromised, the adversary can extract all infor-
mation stored in that node including all key materials. She
then can use this node to perform various types of attacks to
the networks. Defending against node compromise in rout-
ing is a non-trivial task.

In SCODE, we propose an inspecting system which uti-
lizes neighboring coordinators to detect if a node performs
any wrongdoing. Supposed A is a compromised node. So
there are eight neighboring coordinators {B1, B2. . . B8} of
A locating in eight adjacent cells. We call those inspectors.
We also assume at least one node among those is legitimate.

Theorem 5.2. Given a destination cell ID and a current
cell ID, there exists only one next hop cell ID and any node
can compute by itself.

Proof : according to lines 4-9 of the algorithm in Fig. 3,
CIDS (source/destination’s cell ID) and CIDthis (current cell
ID) are unique, therefore CIDnext must be unique. Thus,
there exists only one next hop cell ID obtained from the
algorithm. Since every node knows this algorithm, it can
easily compute next cell ID if it knows CIDS and CIDthis.
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If a compromised node modifies routing information
such as IDS , CIDS , IDsink, CIDsink, CIDthis in the message,
that can be easily detected by the uplink and downlink nodes
because those nodes also maintain the source, sink, and in-
formation about its neighbors. In case the compromised
node A modifies CIDnext and then relays to a wrong cell,
the inspectors can detect this by overhearing the message
sent out of A and computing next cell ID based on the infor-
mation in the message. If the actual next cell ID is not the
same as next cell ID in the message, then the inspectors will
report this as a problem. If A drops a packet, then the next
cell node (uplink node) (which is also one of the inspectors)
will detect by looking at packet sequence number. If A tries
to modify the message content, it can be recognized by ei-
ther next cell node or the source/sink. For example, if packet
ID (PID) was modified, then the uplink node can detect that
by verifying MAC using the pairwise shared key KS A; if en-
crypted data {DATA}KS is modified, then the source/sink can
detect by verifying the MAC with the source key KS .

Once the compromised node is detected, the inspectors
alert to other coordinators and eliminate that node from join-
ing routing process. Coordinators consider that cell a void
cell and establish another route by finding a round path.

6. Security Analysis

In this section, we analyze the security of SCODE in
terms of sensor network routing attacks. As mentioned in
Sect. 2, attacks on sensor network routing have been dis-
cussed in several papers [9]–[11], [16]. Most of the at-
tacks fall into one of following categories: spoofed, altered,
or replayed routing information [9], [16], selective forward-
ing [16], sinkhole [16], Sybil [10], wormhole [11], HELLO
flood (unidirectional link) attacks [16]. We discuss how
SCODE can defend against those.

• Spoofing, altering, or replaying routing information: In
SCODE, this can be defended by using the inspecting
system (Sect. 5.5).
• Selective forwarding attacks: SCODE prevents against

selective forwarding attacks by using packet sequence
numbers to uniquely identify each packet. If a com-
promised node selectively drops packets, that will be
detected by uplink nodes.
• Sinkhole and wormhole attacks: In the algorithm

next cell calculation, messages are always relayed to-
wards the sink. Therefore, the adversary cannot attract
traffic to a particular point, thus she can not launch
sinkhole or wormhole attacks in SCODE.
• Sybil attacks: In query transfer and data dissemination

phases, MAC is generated using the pairwise shared
key of the sender and the receiver. In broadcasting pro-
cess, a node uses the cluster key to encrypt the message
and requires the receiver sends the reply encrypted by
pairwise shared key. Therefore, a node cannot pretend
to be another node. As a consequence, Sybil attack
would not work.

• HELLO flood (unidirectional link) attacks: Nodes
broadcast encrypted HELLO messages using cluster
keys with Nonce values. That requires receiving nodes
reply messages along with with received Nonce en-
crypted by the pairwise shared key. If an adversary is
out-of-range of the sender, it cannot receive messages,
thus cannot know the Nonce value. Therefore, SCODE
can defend against the HELLO flood attacks.

7. Performance Evaluation

We evaluate SCODE performance and compare with ex-
isting approaches. The evaluation was carried out in both
mathematical analysis and simulation. Firstly, we analyze
communication overhead. Secondly, we present our simula-
tion results including energy consumption, packet delivery
ratio, and latency.

7.1 Communication Overhead Analysis

In this section, communication overhead is analyzed and
compared with with TTDD [17] and other Sink-Oriented
Data Dissemination approaches (henceforth called SODD)
such as Directed Diffusion [18], GRAB [8]. Since query
aggregation and data aggregation techniques are adopted in
SCODE, TTDD, and SODD as well, we would not consider
those in our overhead computation. We assume a similar
system model and notations defined in [17]. Parameters are
defined in Table 2. A summary of communication overhead
analysis is shown in Table 3.

Supposed N nodes are uniformly deployed in a sen-
sor field of A square meters. Each cell has a size r × r
where r = R/

√
8 (R is the nominal radio range of sen-

sor nodes). This cell size definition guarantees connectiv-
ity between two adjacent cells. There are k sinks mov-
ing with max speed v (m/s), while receiving d data pack-
ets from a source within a time period of T (s). We assume
that each non-security data packet (i.e. without security con-
trols) is ldata(bytes) size long, and the other non-security
messages (including broadcasting messages, queries, cache-
removal messages, and data-announcement messages) are
lquery (bytes) size long. As discussed in TinySec [19], the

Table 2 Parameter description.
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Table 3 Communication overhead summary.

choice of 4-bytes MAC is not detrimental in the context of
sensor networks. So we apply CBC-MAC to generate 4-
bytes MACs for every message. As described in Sect. 5,
each data message is inserted 2 MACs (i.e. 8 bytes). Thus,
each data message would have a size of ldata+8 bytes. Simi-
larly, each query message will have a size of lquery + 8 bytes,
and each cache-removal message and data-announcement
message will be lquery +4-byte long. Broadcasting messages
have the same size as non-security broadcasting messages
because encryption does not increase the size of encrypted
information [19]. To model sink mobility, we assume each
sink traverses m cells where m ≤ 1 + v.T/(R/

√
8. Conse-

quently, each sink has to send m cache-removal messages
and m queries, and receives d/m data packets between two
consecutive location updates.

Supposed there are c × c cells in the whole sensor field
(where c =

⌈√
A/(R

√
8)
⌉
; �x� is the smallest number larger

than x). We analyze the communication overhead in the
worst-case, i.e. the source and the sink are furthest away
from each other.

For a query from a sink to reach a source, it traverses c
cells throughout the sensor field, in other words, it traverses
c hops. If a sink traverses m cells, it has to send m queries
to the source. Overhead of sending m queries from k mo-
bile sinks to a source is k.m(c(lquery + 8) + c(lquery + 4)) =
k.m.c(2lquery + 12), including sending cache-removal mes-
sages. Similarly, overhead of transmitting d data pack-
ets from a source to k sinks is k.c.d.ldata. Plus overhead
c2.(lquery + 4) for data-announcement message to reach all
coordinators using flooding mechanism and overhead of
broadcasting HELLO message to find neighbors N.lquery, we
have:

COS CODE = k.m.c.(2lquery + 12) + k.c.d.ldata

+ c2.(lquery + 4) + N.lquery

In SCODE, there is no overhead for constructing the
virtual grid, since each node is aware of its coordinate and
computes cell ID on its own. Also, there is no overhead

Fig. 5 Communication overhead vs. number of nodes.

for Coordinator Election process because each node elects
itself based on node ID. The Inspecting System also does
not produce extra messages. This is because sensor commu-
nication is omni-directional, when a node sends a message
to another node, its inspectors also overhear the message.
Therefore, the total overhead of SCODE is:

COS CODE = k.m.c.(2lquery + 12) + k.c.d.ldata

+ c2.(lquery + 4) + N.lquery (2)

For TTDD, as analyzed in [17], the total overhead is

COTT DD = N.l +
4N√

n1
l + k.m1.n1.lV

+ k.c1(m1.l + d(ldata + 8))
√

2N (3)

And for the SODD, communication overhead is:

COS ODD = k.m1.N.l + k.c1.d(ldata + 8)
√

N (4)

where m1 is the number of cells that a mobile sink traverses
(m1 ≤ 1 + v.T/α, where α is the TTDD’s cell size), n1is the
number of nodes in each cell (n1 = N.α2/A), and c1

√
N is

the average number of sensor nodes along the straight-line
path from the source to the sink (0 < c ≤ √2).

For example, we assume the sensor field is an area of
A = 2000 × 2000 m2. The number of mobile sinks k is 4,
moving with speed v= 10 (m/s). We suppose m and m1 reach
their maximum value, i.e. m = 1+v.T/(R/

√
8) and m1 = 1+

v.T/α, where the nominal radio range R = 250 (m), T = 200
(seconds), and TTDD’s cell size α = 200 (m). Supposed
c1 = 1, lquery= 36 (bytes), ldata= 64 (bytes) and d= 100 data
packets. We vary the number of nodes N from 0 to 10,000 in
order to show the predominance of SCODE in node density.

Figure 5 plots the communication overhead of SCODE
and a comparison with TTDD and SODD. The more the
number of node is, the less overhead SCODE produces com-
pared with TTDD and SODD. The reason is that only co-
ordinators participate in sending and receiving packets in
SCODE. Therefore, overhead only depends on the number
of cells, instead of the number of nodes. Whereas, in TTDD
and SODD, all nodes participate in communication, thus the
total overhead increases as the number of nodes increases.
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Table 4 Simulation parameters and defined values.

7.2 Simulation

7.2.1 Simulation Model

We simulated the SCODE on SENSE simulator (Sensor
Network Simulator and Emulator) [20] and compared with
TTDD [17] and DD [18]. The network comprises 400 nodes
randomly deployed in a 2000 × 2000 m2 field. We use the
same energy model used in ns-2.1b8a [21] that requires
0.66 W, 0.359 W and 0.035 W for transmitting, receiving
and idling respectively. We set the power consumption rates
of RC5 according to [22], [23] for encryption, MAC compu-
tation, and random number generation are 0.65 W, 0.48 W,
and 0.36 W, respectively. As analyzed in [19], [24], we
set the time consumption for encrypting 64 bits with RC5
0.26 ms, generating 64 pseudorandom bits takes 0.26 ms,
and computing a 4-byte MAC requires 0.13 ms. The sim-
ulation uses MAC 802.11 Distributed Coordination Func-
tion (DCF) and nominal transmission range of each node is
250 m. Two-ray ground [25] is used as the radio propagation
model. Each data packet has 64 bytes, query packets and the
others are 36 bytes long. Additional bytes for MACs and
nonce values are also put into each message. The default
number of sinks is 8 moving with speed 10 m/s according
to random way-point model. Two sources generate differ-
ent packets at an average interval of 1 second. Summary of
parameters and defined values are shown in Table 4.

7.2.2 Simulation Results

(a) Impact of Sink Number
As many users may simultaneously access the sensor

network, it is important to consider the impact of the sink
number. For the sensor network area of 2000× 2000 m2, we
set the number of sink varying from 1 to 8. Each sink moves
with the maximum speed 10 m/s and a 5-second pause time.
The number of total nodes and the number of sources are
not changed. Figure 6 shows total energy consumption of
SCODE as the number of sinks varies from 1 to 8. It demon-
strates that SCODE is more energy efficient than TTDD and

Fig. 6 Total energy vs. sink number.

Fig. 7 Average delay vs. sink number.

Fig. 8 Sucess ratio vs. sink number.

DD. This is because of two reasons. Firstly, SCODE re-
lies on a coordination network, so that nodes in each cell
negotiate among themselves to turn off its radio to signifi-
cantly reduce energy consumption. Meanwhile, TTDD and
DD must turn on all nodes to participate in routing. Sec-
ondly, SCODE optimizes a number of transmission hops
between sources and sinks that is based on the cell size to
maximize the communication distance between two adja-
cent cells. Figure 7 plots the average end-to-end delay of
SCODE. The figure shows that the delay of SCODE is ap-
proximate to that of TTDD. In Fig. 8, it shows that the suc-
cess rate of SCODE is always above 95 percent. It means
that SCODE delivers most of packets successfully.

(b) Impact of Sink Mobility
In order to examine the impact of sink mobility, we
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Fig. 9 Total energy vs. sink mobility.

Fig. 10 Average delay vs. sink mobility.

measure SCODE for different sink speeds (0 to 30 m/s). In
this experiment, the network consists of 8 mobile sinks and
400 sensor nodes. The number of sources does not change.
Figure 9 shows the total energy consumed as the sink speed
changes. In both low and high speeds of the sinks, SCODE
shows that the total energy consumed is much less than
TTDD and DD. The reason is because, aside from above
reasons, SCODE reduces the number of re-transmissions of
query and updating sink’s locations while the sinks are mov-
ing. The query only needs to resend as the sink moves to
another cell. In contrast, TTDD and DD send more mes-
sages to propagate new location of the sinks throughout the
sensor field to all sensor nodes. Figure 10 shows the delay
of SCODE which is comparable with TTDD. In Fig. 11, as
the sinks speed up, the average success ratio is always above
90 percent. This results show that SCODE handles mobile
sinks efficiently.

(c) Impact of Node Density
To evaluate impact of node density on SCODE, we vary

the number of nodes from 200 to 600. The number of sinks
is 8. Each sink keeps moving with speed 10 m/s as the de-
fault setting. The number of sources is 2. The sensor field
size is not changed. Figure 12 shows the energy consump-
tion with different node densities. The figure demonstrates
that SCODE consumes less energy than TTDD and DD. As
the number of nodes increases, the total energy consumed
slightly increases while that of TTDD and DD significantly
increases. This is mainly because SCODE turns off radio

Fig. 11 Sucess ratio vs. sink mobility.

Fig. 12 Total energy vs. network density.

most of the time. Therefore, energy is consumed mostly
by the coordinators, while in TTDD and DD, nodes do not
participate in communication still consume much energy in
idling mode.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a new secure and energy-
efficient routing protocol for mobile sinks in sensor net-
works, namely Secure Coordination-based Data Dissemi-
nation (SCODE) protocol. SCODE takes advantages of a
coordination network based on GAF to apply a secure and
efficient routing scheme. In SCODE, the sensor network
plane is partitioned into a virtual grid with identical cells.
The cell size is optimal to reduce the number of transmission
hops while guaranteeing connectivity between every two ad-
jacent cells. Sensor nodes in each cell negotiate among each
other so that only one node, called coordinator, stays awake
and the others fall into sleeping mode for the sake of energy.
After a time interval, all nodes wake up and re-elect a new
coordinator. By doing this, nodes do not quickly run out
of its energy, thus prolonging the network lifetime. Com-
munication between sources and sinks are established via
coordinators and the shortest path is calculated. Keys in
SCODE are generated by LEAP scheme. As the proof of
concepts shown, SCODE can defend against several com-
mon attacks in the sensor network routing including spoofed
routing information, selective forwarding, sink-hole, worm-
hole, Sybil, and HELLO flooding attacks. Both analysis
and simulation results have shown that SCODE achieves
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good performance. By comparing with other popular proto-
cols supporting multiple, mobile sinks: Two-Tier Data Dis-
semination (TTDD) and Directed Diffusion (DD), we have
shown that SCODE is much more energy efficient while its
average end-to-end delay is comparable with TTDD and the
delivery ratio is always above 90 percent.
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